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1. Acacia Koa
Duality and balance. Will you create or destroy? Make peace or make strife?

2. Alder
Resurrection & control of the elements. Have the courage of your convictions & passions. January.

3. Apple
Love matters, or health may need attending-to. A choice may be offered—or required.

4. Ash
The World Tree. Inter-connectedness. As within, so without. As above, so below. March.

5. Aspen
Eloquence, has associations with the faerie. Forcing a change in one spot will change everything else connected.

6. Australian Blackwood
Strong & determined, but morally-neutral. Can heal or destroy, repel ill-will, or send it. It can go either way.

7. Avodire
Creativity & vivid imagination. Giving thought solid form. Also defense and protection. Using creativity to protect & defend.

8. Basswood
Creativity, & the healing, enchantment, & enlightenment it can bring. Being presented with a blank slate.
**Beech**
Past knowledge & the wisdom it contains. The solution to a new problem could come from an old source.

**Birch**
New beginnings, cleansing, & clearing out the negative. Organizing the chaos. Also matters of punishment. November.

**Black Locust**
Highly resistant to air pollution. Strength, prosperity, protection, & binding. Set stronger boundaries. Be more indifferent to others’ opinions.

**Black Poisonwood**
Strength, determination & versatility, but ultimately indifferent to outcomes. Both defensive & offensive capability. A good warrior wood.

**Bloodwood**
Passion & ferociousness. Strong, energetic & magnetic. Can draw on & control additional energy. A valuable ally, a bad enemy.

**Bocote**
Joyousness & enthusiasm. Persuasion & inspiration. Concentration & mind power.

**Bubinga**

**Buckeye**
Luck, or creating success by naturally drawing the right energies in to bring positive circumstances into being.

**Butternut**
Companion to the cosmic mind. The power to attract & summon wealth, luck & strength. Prayer & meditation may draw to you what you need.
**Canary Wood**
Encouragement & motivation, but the user must supply the will. Spiritual inspiration, & exploring the non-physical.

**Cedar**
Naturally-resistant to pests & decay; protection. Influence & purification. Strengthens psychic power. A strong scent of something.

**Chakte Coc**
A carefree, here-and-now energy, which follows its whims fearlessly. Puts fears in perspective. Clarity.

**Chake Coc**
Having good tonal qualities, & used in musical instruments. Consider tone & not just what is said.

**Chechen**
Overcoming internal conflicts. Do an internal ‘housecleaning.’ It’s time to face something you’ve been avoiding.

**Cherry**
A grounded wood, & level-headed. Never mind what your heart tells you to do, what does your head tell you to do?

**Chesnut**
A wood of detoxifying & banishing negative energies from the home, it may be time to clear the air of ill-feelings & long-standing issues.

**Cocobolo**
Having a stimulating & defensive energy, this is a get up, get going, and go-to-battle wood. There is durability & strength here.

**Coyote**
A neutral-energy wood, which can be used for healing or summoning. What do you need to summon-up in order to bring healing to this situation?
Cypress
Has a positive, soothing energy, particularly at times of grief or difficult transitions. A very weather-resistant wood.

Dogwood
Someone loyal, protective & affectionate. A person with a secret, a wish, a passion, a desire, or a will.

East Indian Rosewood
Take a second, deeper look. More is going on in this situation than you realize. You may have a secret enemy here!

Ebony
A wide-ranging energy that’s fueled by the subconscious mind. Not picky about it’s friends, but protective of same.

Elder

Elm
Death & rebirth. Neutral to either destructive or protective purposes. One person’s ‘destruction’ is another’s ‘protection.’

Eucalyptus
A very strong healing wood; someone could be recovering from an illness or injury. A clean environment & good hygiene practices would help.

Fir
Seeing the long-view & big picture with a clear eye. Acting wisely is the only true protection in this situation. One of the nine sacred woods.

Goncalo Alves
AKA Tiger Wood, it’s high in general positive energies. A kind authority with loyal staff. Something under-seal & protected.
Hackberry
Creative inspiration & wise guidance through a time of transition. A multi-purpose wood; a diverse set of talents & skills.

Hawthorne
A charming person gifted at concealment. Insight brings protection. Feeling inspired to creativity or self-improvement. April.

Hazel
A positive change could be coming. This is a time for seeking the truth & hunting-down information, by divination if necessary. July.

Hickory
Feeling or seeking balance & nourishment. A well-intentioned person. A time for acquisition & finding direction.

Holly

Ipe
Growth, renewal, luck, & success are indicated. This is protected, & will bring healing.

Katalox
There is a need to get strong emotions under control, to clear the path to understanding. Grounding & insight.

Kingwood
Blocks unwanted energy, puts up an impenetrable barrier. Exerting will on the world to bring needed/wanted change.

Kou
The full-circle of birth, destruction & rebirth. Someone morally-neutral who can lean toward either good or ill.
Lacewood
Good luck, & positive energies coming your way. You will soon receive distant news which may bring these circumstances about.

Leopardwood
A strong & creative person may soon be presented with an opportunity. This opportunity may bring protection with it.

Lignum Vitae
There is power & strength in simple goodness. It has the ability to heal. Something or someone may be very long-lived when this card turns up.

Lilac
Expansion & growth. Intellect, communication & concentration. Distracted by attraction to, & erotic thoughts about, someone.

Honey Locust
Concern with beauty & physical appearance. Someone or something seemingly from the fairy realm. Challenge & protection.

Mahogany
An opportunity for which only the strong & energetic need apply. Excellent for protection. A wood of fire & earth.

Santos Mahogany
Your intuition may be enhanced right now. You now have the ability to explore potentials, & it may be time to do so.

Makore
A situation which requires strength to handle. Life can be either enhanced or destroyed by this energy. A wood of fire

Maple
Travel. Making either the right decision, or a sound one. Spiritual Healing. Intelligence, communication.
Mesquite
Nurturing, providing. Preparing the feast, or enjoying it. Abundance; strengthening the homestead.

Monterillo
A strong, courageous & determined person, who could use their strengths to ill-effect, if they chose to do so.

Mulberry
Hermaphrodism. The time before the separation of male & female. A need to balance both natures inside of one.

Myrtle
Stepping back & seeing the big picture. Facing reality. An honest person who demands honesty in return.

Manzanita
A tricky situation which will trap some & protect others, allowing them to escape, unharmed, to safety.

Narra
A feminine version of Paduak. A powerful woman who’s difficult to control, because her energy & focus shifts.

Red Oak

Olive
Communication & conversation, sometimes a great deal of it. A peace offering & wisdom proffered.

Osage Orange
The pursuit of goals & passions. Spiritual matters; spirit guides & animal guides may become known.
Black Palm
Someone who will encourage positive change & create opportunities. They learn from their surroundings.

Red Palm
An intuitive person who excellently conducts & boosts the energies of people around them. An empath. A mage.

Paduak
A powerful man of strength & vitality, who is difficult to control, because his energy & focus shifts & changes.

Pear
Inspired & creative, but still grounded. A passion to heal. Money & prosperity could be coming—or desired.

Persimmon
Protection, love, healing, & luck. Weather-forecasting. Prematurely consuming its fruit will cause indigestion.

Pine
A well-intentioned healer, protector, purifier, or dispeller. A wood of all elements & at home in each.

Pink Ivory
Royalty. Transforming powerful dreams & visions into reality. Relief from tension. Powerful healing to come.

Poculi
A feminine person with dreams of romance. Harmony, a binding, or healing to come.

Poplar
A versatile, practical person who remains neutral. Be prepared to change or move on short notice. Don’t be locked-into one position.
**Purpleheart**
A wise person with high psychic ability who can banish negative energy. Someone gifted at forging.

**Redgum**
Matters of the sky, & faerie magic. The act & the outcome are inseparable. Protection. Fertility & prosperity.

**Redwood**
Endurance, strength & longevity. Focus & discipline. Serenity in the most chaotic of situations.

**Redbud**
New love & relationships. Spring & new ventures, especially emotional ones. Lightheartedness & warmth.

**Rhododendron**
Focus on knowledge & awareness of one’s enemies. Matters of protection & shelter. Anti-inflammatory.

**Bolivian Rosewood**
A motherly, nurturing spirit with a mature & wise grasp of love. Spirituality, intuitive health & beauty.

**Honduras Rosewood**
A time of spiritual nourishment. The power to mitigate unwanted energy in your life; to banish the undesired.

**Rowan**
You are protected from evil, & protected while traveling. Your psychic abilities may be enhanced. December.

**Sassafras**
Seeking, and/or finding, a cure-all for a variety of ailments. Multiple things may need healing here.
Shedua
A neutral, in-touch-with-the-earth energy is dominant now. It works well with the mind, & mental pursuits.

Snakewood
Years of partnership & this person still feels unfamiliar. Healing may come in a unique or unusual way.

Sycamore
Patience, & the ability to overcome adversity. The ability to thrive in a harsh climate. Strength.

Vermelha
A strong, energetic, balanced person who’s good at protecting, & seeks out those of like-energy.

Walnut
Introspection, inner clarity & inner travel. It may be time to go within. Has lightning-averting capability.

Wenge
Connection with nature. Patience & friendliness. Occasional impishness. You may be the target of a joke.

Willow
Be flexible; know how to bend in the prevailing winds. Possible healing to come. Align & share your energy with others. February.

Yew

Yellowheart
A powerful, positive, yet unpredictable event. A beneficial physical & spiritual healer. Seek the creative.
Zebrawood
Repelling the harmful, then cleansing & healing the injury. Then establish a neutral zone. Someone may need their space right now.

Ziricote
A masculine, protective person who’d make a powerful & dangerous adversary. There may be a reversal.

Recommendations:

Print out on card-stock weight paper (65 lbs. or greater).
To preserve the images, cut down on smearing or smudging, & make the cards easier to slide against each other while shuffling, I recommend you spray a protective coating on both sides of each card-sheet before cutting-out the individual cards.